
that hardly anybody could have foreseen only
two decades ago, God is making a comeback.
Most intriguingly, this is happening not among
theologians or ordinary believers, but in the
crisp intellectual circles of academic philoso-
phers, where the consensus had long banished
the Almighty from fruitful discourse.1

According to the article, the noted American philosopher
Roderick Chisholm believes that the reason that atheism
was so influential a generation ago is that the brightest
philosophers were atheists; but, he says, today many of the
brightest philosophers are theists, and they are using a
tough-minded intellectualism in defense of that theism.

This volume of Truth attempts to bring to its readers some
of those defenses of theism from several of its brightest
minds as well as critiques from some of theism’s leading
detractors. In this Introduction, I hope to assist the reader
by explaining a bit of the debate in which the various
contributions find their context and by offering some
commentary of my own on a few of the contributions
themselves.

I.

One of the most exciting developments in the field of
religious epistemology has been the move, spearheaded
by Alvin Plantinga, to defend the rationality of theistic
belief not based on argument. According to Plantinga,
belief that God exists is what he calls a “properly basic”
belief—that is to say, is not based on inference from other
beliefs but is rationally warranted in the circumstances of
one’s immediate experience of God.  Now it must be
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Back in the mid-1960’s Time magazine ran a cover story
for which the magazine’s cover was completely black,
except for three words emblazoned against the dark back-
ground in bright, red letters: “IS GOD DEAD?” The article
described the then current “Death-of-God” movement in
American theology. But, to paraphrase Mark Twain, it
seemed that the news of God’s death was premature.  At the
same time that theologians were writing God’s obituary,
philosophers were re-discovering His vitality. Just a few
years after its “Death-of-God” issue, Time carried a story
with a similar red on black cover, only this time the title
read, “Is God Coming Back to Life?” Indeed, so it must
have seemed to those theological morticians of the sixties.
During the 1970’s interest in philosophy of religion contin-
ued to grow.  By 1980, Time found itself running a major
story entitled, “Modernizing the Case for God,” which
described the contemporary movement among philoso-
phers of religion to refurbish the traditional arguments for
God’s existence.  Time marveled,
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confessed that such a view is not entirely new—as Roy
Varghese notes in his interview with Plantinga (see Table
of Contents), much the same sort of religious epistemol-
ogy has been long espoused by Hick, Mascall, and others.
Why then has Plantinga received so much attention for his
efforts in religious epistemology?  The answer, I think, is
two-fold: (i) Plantinga, unlike his epistemological fel-
lows, develops his case fully within the context of and in
informed dialogue with the currents of contemporary
analytic philosophy. Thus, he rather felicitously presents
what he calls the “Reformed Objection to Natural Theol-
ogy” as a critique—groping, implicit, and inchoate as it
may be—of the position of epistemological
foundationalism.  With that, Plantinga springs into the
mainstream of contemporary epistemological debate.  (ii)
Plantinga’s position as one of America’s major philoso-
phers ensured that whichever avenue he explored subse-
quent to his epochal Nature of Necessity would be fol-
lowed with great interest.  Having already made important
contributions in the philosophy of religion concerning the
ontological argument and the problem of evil, Plantinga’s
handling of issues in religious epistemology could be
expected to be intriguing and fruitful.

Already in God and Other Minds, Plantinga had made a
first foray in the direction of the rationality of theism not
based on argument by maintaining that if it is rational to
believe in the existence of other minds besides one’s own,
then it is rational to believe in God.2  For the analogical
argument for other minds is parallel to the teleological
argument for God’s existence.  Though both arguments
succumb to the same failing, it is still rational to believe
in other minds and hence, pari passu, in God.  James
Tomberlin pointed out that Plantinga’s argument assumes
that belief in God is basic, that is, non-inferential,3 and in
his subsequent work this was precisely the line that
Plantinga took.

In his “The Reformed Objection to Natural Theology,”
Plantinga attacks what he calls the evidentialist objection
to theistic belief.4  According to the evidentialist, one is
rationally justified in believing a proposition to be true
only if that proposition is either foundational to knowl-
edge or is established by evidence that is ultimately based
on such a foundation.  According to this viewpoint, since
the proposition “God exists” is not foundational, it would
be irrational to believe this proposition apart from rational
evidence for its truth.  But, Plantinga asks, why cannot the
proposition “God exists” be itself part of the foundation,
so that no rational evidence is necessary? The evidentialist
replies that only propositions that are properly basic can be
part of the foundation of knowledge.  What, then, are the
criteria that determine whether or not a proposition is
properly basic?  Typically, the evidentialist asserts that

only propositions that are self-evident or incorrigible are
properly basic.  For example, the proposition “the sum of
the squares of the sides of a right triangle is equal to the
square of the hypotenuse” is self-evidently true.  Simi-
larly, the proposition “I feel pain” is incorrigibly true,
since even if I am only imagining my injury, it is still true
that I feel pain.  Since the proposition “God exists” is
neither self-evident nor incorrigible, then according to the
evidentialist it is not properly basic and therefore requires
evidence if it is to be believed.  To believe this proposition
without evidence is therefore irrational.

Now Plantinga does not deny that self-evident and incor-
rigible propositions are properly basic, but he does de-
mand, “How do we know that these are the only properly
basic propositions or beliefs?”  He presents two consider-
ations to prove that such a condition is too restrictive. (i)
If only self-evident and incorrigible propositions are prop-
erly basic, then we are all irrational, since we commonly
accept numerous beliefs that are not based on evidence and
that are neither self-evident nor incorrigible. For example,
take the belief that the world was not created five minutes
ago with built-in memory traces, food in our stomachs
from the breakfasts we never really ate, and other appear-
ances of age. Surely it is rational to believe that the world
has existed longer than five minutes, even though there is
no way to prove this. The evidentialist’s criteria for
properly basicality must be flawed.  (ii) In fact, what about
the status of those criteria? Is the proposition “only
propositions that are self-evident or incorrigible are prop-
erly basic” itself properly basic? Apparently not, for it is
certainly not self-evident nor incorrigible. Therefore, if
we are to believe this proposition, we must have evidence
that it is true. But there is no such evidence. The proposi-
tion appears to be just an arbitrary definition—and not a
very plausible one at that!  Hence, the evidentialist cannot
exclude the possibility that belief in God is also a properly
basic belief.

And in fact, Plantinga maintains, following Calvin, that
belief in God is properly basic. Man has an innate, natural
capacity to apprehend God’s existence even as he has a
natural capacity to accept truths of perception (like “I see
a tree”). Given the appropriate circumstances—such as
moments of guilt, gratitude, or a sense of God’s handiwork
in nature—man naturally apprehends God’s existence.
Hence, Plantinga insists that his epistemology is not
fideistic, since there are circumstances that make belief in
God a properly basic belief. In fact, it may be more correct,
he admits, to say that the proposition “God exists” is not
itself properly basic but is entailed by other beliefs that are
truly basic, such as “God is convicting me of sin” or “God
is speaking to me.” Hence, one is perfectly rational to
believe in God wholly apart from evidence.
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In his “Reason and Belief in God,” Plantinga developed
these thoughts in considerably greater detail and endorsed
the “central insight” of the Reformers that “the correct or
proper way to believe in God . . .  was not on the basis of
arguments from natural theology or anywhere else; the
correct way is to take belief in God as basic.”5  He makes
four principal claims in this connection: (i) Taking belief
in God as properly basic does not commit one to the
relativistic view that virtually any belief can be properly
basic. He points out that one can recognize properly basic
beliefs without having an explicit criterion of proper
basicality. Hence, the Christian theist can reject the proper
basicality of other beliefs—like belief in the Great Pump-
kin—even though he lacks a criterion for proper basicality
and holds belief in God to be properly basic. (ii) Though
properly basic, belief that God exists is not groundless.
Just as certain perceptual beliefs, like “I see a tree,” are
properly basic given the appropriate circumstances, so
belief in God is properly basic in certain appropriate
circumstances. Neither the existence of the tree nor of God
is inferred from the experience of the circumstances. But
it is being in the appropriate circumstances that renders
one’s belief properly basic; the belief would be irrational
were it to be held under inappropriate circumstances.
Thus, belief that God exists is not arbitrary or gratuitous,
for it is properly held by a person placed in appropriate
circumstances. (iii) A person who accepts belief in God as
properly basic may be open to arguments against that
belief. For someone may present him with arguments
against theism which are based on propositions and argu-
ment forms he also accepts as basic. These counter-
arguments constitute defeaters for his basic belief in God,
and if that belief is to remain rational for him, he must find
some defeater of the defeater. Otherwise he will be forced
to abandon some of his basic beliefs in order to restore
consistency in his noetic structure, and theism may well be
the belief that he chooses to jettison. (iv) Taking belief in
God as properly basic is not a form of fideism.  For the
deliverances of reason include not just inferred proposi-
tions, but also propositions taken as basic.  God has so
constructed us that we naturally form the belief in His
existence under appropriate circumstances, just as we do
belief in other minds, perceptual objects, and so forth.
Hence, belief in God is among the deliverances of reason,
not faith.

Plantinga’s work in the area of religious epistemology is
very welcome, for he adroitly manages to steer his ship
between the Charybdis of theological rationalism (Plantinga
calls it “evidentialism”) and the Scylla of fideism in a way
that is wholly consonant with biblical teaching. Still, at
least two questions need further clarification: (1) Does the
theist know that God exists, or is his belief merely rational?

(2) What is the relationship between a properly basic
belief and an incompatible belief based on evidence?

With regard to the first question, Plantinga agrees that
rationality has no necessary connection with truth. In
certain circumstances, it may be rational to accept a belief
that is, in fact, false, or to reject a belief that is, after all,
true. Perhaps the available evidence is preponderant for
some belief that is, unbeknownst to us, false, while the
evidence for the true belief may be slim or self-contradic-
tory. But the same thing may be said of properly basic
beliefs. It is rational, for example, to believe that the world
was not created five minutes ago.  But maybe it was!  Now
this raises the obvious question, how do we know that our
belief that God exists, while properly basic and rational, is
not, nonetheless, false?  At first Plantinga seemed inclined
to dismiss this problem, claiming that all we can really
hope to get at is rationality, not truth. As finite, fallible
minds, our epistemic duty is to be rational, not to hit upon
truth. But this leaves the theist in the rather disquieting
position of not being able to say how or whether he knows
that God exists and may in the end lead to skepticism.
More recently, therefore, Plantinga has directed his efforts
toward providing an account of what it is for belief to be
knowledge.6  Accepting the traditional definition of knowl-
edge as justified true belief, Plantinga has rejected coher-
entist and reliabilist accounts and has sought to develop a
distinctively theistic account of justification. Although in
the works already cited above, Plantinga speaks repeat-
edly of a properly basic belief’s being justified, such
language is apt to be misleading, since Plantinga is not
addressing the issue of justification insofar as it plays a
role in the concept of knowledge. Rather, he is talking
about a person’s being within his epistemic rights (and so
justified in this sense) in accepting a belief non-inferen-
tially or basically. It would be less misleading, I think, to
say that a person who forms a basic belief in the appropri-
ate circumstances is rationally warranted in accepting
that belief. For the question still remains open whether that
belief is justified and so knowledge for the person in-
volved. In his first contribution to this volume, Plantinga
seeks to address that question by proposing an account of
justification according to which a belief is justified if one’s
cognitive faculties are functioning properly, that is, as
God designed them to, in forming that belief. He claims
that the theist has a ready answer to the question of what
it means for our cognitive faculties to function correctly,
whereas the atheist has failed to provide an answer to this
question. Taking his cue from Calvin’s claim that there is
in man an innate sensus divinitatis, Plantinga holds that
God has so constituted us that we naturally form the belief
that God exists when placed in appropriate circumstances.
It is only due to sin that persons under appropriate circum-
stances do not form this belief; they are, in effect, cogni-
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tively dysfunctional. In his “Self Profile” in the recent
Alvin Plantinga Festschrift, Plantinga makes it clear that,
in his opinion, a person whose cognitive faculties function
properly in appropriate circumstances and who thus forms
the belief that God exists has justified true belief, or
knowledge, of God’s existence:

Just as we have a natural tendency to form
perceptual beliefs under certain conditions, so
says Calvin, we have a natural tendency to form
such beliefs as God is speaking to me, or God
has created all this, or God disapproves of what
I’ve done under widely realized conditions.
And a person who in these conditions forms one
of these beliefs is within his epistemic rights,
displaying no epistemic defect; indeed, Calvin
thinks, such a person knows the proposition in
question. . . .  In sum, on the Reformed or
Calvinist way of looking at the matter, a person
who accepts belief in God as basic may be
entirely within his epistemic rights, he may
thereby display no defect or blemish in his
noetic structure; indeed, under those conditions
he may know that God exists.  This seems to me
correct.7

For Plantinga, then, a person who forms the belief that God
exists under the appropriate circumstances knows that
God exists.

But this takes us on to that second question, the relation-
ship between a properly basic belief and an incompatible
belief supported by evidence. Although Plantinga’s de-
tractors have characterized his view as fideistic,8 my
misgiving here is precisely the opposite: that Plantinga
seems on the verge of falling into a sort of crypto-
evidentialism. For in considering whether a person who
holds to belief in God as properly basic may be open to
argument, Plantinga appears to allow that belief in God so
held may be overcome by argument, so that the theist in
order to be rational may have to abandon his belief in God.
Granted, Plantinga asserts that the theist in such a predica-
ment may instead abandon belief in one of the argument’s
premises or in the argument form itself, but the fact
remains that if the theist has a greater degree of belief in
those premises and argument forms, then it will be theism
that must go. If he is unsure which he believes more
deeply, then he will be left in doubt, an existential predica-
ment which is destructive of the spiritual life. Plantinga
clearly denies that a person who takes belief in God as
basic remains rationally warranted in that belief no matter
what counter argument or counter evidence arises.9 The
circumstances which ground his belief confer only a prima

facie justification, not an ultima facie justification, to that
belief. Earlier in “Reason and Belief” Plantinga had been
concerned to show that a fourteen-year-old theist was
rational in believing in God apart from any argument or
evidence. But now, returning to the example, he envisions
a situation in which such a youngster ought give up his
faith:

Like the fourteen-year-old theist . . . , perhaps
I have been brought up to believe in God and am
initially within my rights in so doing.  But
conditions can arise in which perhaps I am no
longer justified in this belief.  Perhaps you
propose to me an argument for conclusion [sic]
that it is impossible that there be such a person
as God.  If this argument is convincing for me—
if it starts from premises that seem self-evident
to me and proceeds by argument forms that
seem self-evidently valid—then perhaps I am
no longer justified in accepting theistic belief.10

Plantinga calls  a condition which overrides my prima
facie justification for p a defeater for my belief that p. Now
many people have been brought up to believe in God,
observes Plantinga, but then they encountered various
potential defeaters for that belief. “If the believer is to
remain justified, something further is called for—some-
thing that prima facie defeats the defeaters.”11  This is the
task of theistic apologetics.  For example, if I am con-
fronted with the antitheistic problem of evil, then “what is
required, if I am to continue to believe rationally, is a
defeater for that defeater,” such as the “Free Will De-
fense.”12

But this I find very disquieting. Since almost every intel-
ligent, adult theist is bombarded throughout his education
and adult life with multifarious defeaters for theism, it
seems that for a great many, if not most, people, rational
argument and evidence will be indispensable to the suste-
nance of their faith. But then belief that God exists will
hardly be comparable to other basic beliefs, like “I see a
tree” or “I had breakfast this morning,” for it will have to
be surrounded by an enormous and elaborately constructed
citadel, bristling with defensive armaments to ward off the
enemy. In such a case, one wonders how much has been
gained by making belief in God properly basic. Such faith
is a far cry from that spoken of by the Reformed theolo-
gians in whose train Plantinga claims to stand. True, one’s
apologetic defenses do not now come to supply the infer-
ential basis of one’s theistic belief, as Plantinga points
out.13  The failure of the antitheistic problem of evil does
not, for example, constitute evidence for God’s existence.
Only if one’s defeater-defeaters take the form of positive
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or offensive apologetic arguments—for example, defeat-
ing the problem of evil by arguing from the existence of
evil to the objectivity of values and thence to God via a
moral argument—might one’s belief in God cease to be
basic on account of one’s apologetic (this would occur
only if one also regarded his theistic belief as then inferred
from his argument rather than just confirmed by it). It is
also true that, according to Plantinga, one’s defeater-
defeater need not be a sophisticated argument, but perhaps
simply the knowledge that someone else has argued
responsibly against the defeater. But for all these qualifi-
cations, it is still the case that in order for one’s faith to be
rational, a great deal of argument and evidence may be
necessary for the believer. So while Plantinga may not
lapse back into evidentialism per se, he does seem to
adumbrate a sort of neo-evidentialism. According to
Plantinga, “the evidentialist objector . . . should be con-
strued as holding that the theist who believes without
evidence thereby violates an intellectual obligation or at
any rate displays a flawed noetic structure.”14  But with
regard to most any intelligent, adult believer, this is a
statement with which Plantinga must be in whole-hearted
agreement. Belief in God unaccompanied by evidence is
irrational.

The problem with such a religious epistemology, it seems
to me, is that it still, like theological rationalism, sanctions
what Martin Luther called the magisterial use of reason.
That is to say, theistic belief is still subject to potential
rational defeaters and cannot be rationally held unless
such defeaters are defeated. But a little reflection will
show that such an epistemology is as religiously inad-
equate as evidentialism. Consider, for example, a young
German student of pietistic Lutheran upbringing who,
desiring to become a pastor himself, goes off to the
University of Marburg to study theology. There he sits
under various professors of Bultmannian stripe and finds
his orthodox theistic faith constantly under attack. He
looks about for answers, but finds none in either his
reading or in discussions with other persons.  He feels
utterly defenseless before his professors’ criticisms, hav-
ing nothing but the reality of his own experience of a
personal God to oppose to their arguments. Now on
Plantinga’s view as thus far explained, such a student
seems to be irrational to continue to believe in God; he has
an epistemic obligation to give up his faith. But surely this
is unconscionable. For it makes being a theistic believer a
matter of historical and geographical accident. Some
persons simply lack the ability, time, or resources to come
up with successful defeaters of the anti-theistic defeaters
they encounter. Plantinga claims to have shown that there
are, to his knowledge, no irrefutable  defeaters of theism.
Well and good; but what about all the millions of persons
prior to Plantinga who were not so ingenious, who did not,

for example, see the distinction between a defense and a
theodicy, and who, like Plantinga, found all proposals of
the latter sort “tepid, shallow, and ultimately frivolous?”15

Even Plantinga’s colleague Philip Quinn, himself a distin-
guished theistic philosopher, confesses that he sees no
solution to the problem of evil and therefore has “very
substantial reasons” for believing that God does not ex-
ist.16  The point is not whether Quinn is correct—indeed,
Plantinga does, it seems to me, supply defeaters of the
purported defeaters of theism—, but rather that there must
be millions of people like Quinn, who, due to contingent
factors of geography and history, are at a loss as to how to
answer the objections to theism they confront. Are we
going to deny them, on pain of irrationality, the joy and
privilege of personal faith in God? If so, will they therefore
be eternally lost for not believing in God? To answer
affirmatively seems unthinkable; but to answer negatively
seems contrary to the biblical teaching that all men are
“without excuse” if they do not believe in God (Rom.
1:20). So long as we retain the magisterial use of reason,
the sting of evidentialism has not been removed.

It is for this reason, therefore, that Plantinga’s clarification
and development of his view of the relationship between
a basic belief and potential defeaters in the second selec-
tion in this volume is so welcome. In this selection, which
is a portion of his reply to Quinn, Plantinga deals with the
issue of whether an intellectually sophisticated adult can
take belief in God as properly basic. In dealing with
defeaters of theistic belief, Plantinga now differentiates
between two types of refutation the theist might give: he
might produce an undercutting defeater for the proported
defeater, that is, show that the defeater has not been
proved; or he might offer a rebutting defeater, that is, show
that the purported defeater is false. We may call both types
of responses refutatory defeaters because they attack the
purported defeater itself and aim to show that it is not
rationally compelling. But there is another way to defeat
an alleged defeater: one may produce what we might call
an overwhelming defeater of the defeater, that is, produce
a defeater which, while not directly refuting the potential
defeater, nevertheless exceeds it in warrant and is incom-
patible with it, so that the potential defeater is overpow-
ered by the new defeater. Now what Plantinga asks is why
some belief itself may not have sufficient warrant to
overwhelm its potential defeaters; it would in that case be
an intrinsic defeater-defeater. He provides an engaging
illustration of someone who knows that he has not com-
mitted a crime, but against whom all the evidence stands.
Such a person is perfectly rational to believe in his
innocence even if he cannot refute the evidence against
him. In the same way, says Plantinga, why could not belief
in God be so warranted that it constitutes an intrinsic
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defeater of any considerations brought against it?

With this Plantinga has moved, I think, in the direction of
the Reformers and the New Testament. For the Reformed
theologians, the basis of faith which could withstand all
rational attacks was the testimonium spiritu sancti internum.
For Calvin, apologetics was a useful discipline to confirm
the Spirit’s testimony, but it was by no means necessary.
A believer who was too uninformed or ill-equipped to
refute anti-theistic arguments was rational in believing on
the basis of the witness of the Spirit in his heart even in the
face of such unrefuted objections. The Reformer’s doc-
trine was grounded squarely on the New Testament teach-
ing about the work of the Holy Spirit. According to both
Paul and John, it is the inner witness of the Holy Spirit that
provides the ultimate assurance that one’s faith is true
(Gal. 4-6; Rom. 8:15-16; Jn. 14:16-26; I Jn. 2:20, 26-7;
3:24; 4:13; 5:7-10a). Paul uses the term plerophoria
(complete confidence, full assurance) to indicate the surety
that the believer possesses as a result of the Spirit’s work
(Col. 2:2; I Thess. 1:5; cf. Rom. 4:21; 14:5; Col. 4:12). Nor
is the Spirit’s work restricted to believers; He is at work in
the hearts of unbelievers in order to draw them to God (Jn.
16:7-11). Being a theist, then, is not a matter left to
historical and geographical accident; even a person con-
fronted with what are for him unanswerable objections to
theism is, because of the work of the Holy Spirit, within his
epistemic rights, nay, under epistemic obligation, to be-
lieve in God.

It seems to me, therefore, that the biblical theist ought to
hold that among the circumstances that rationally warrant
and, indeed, justify theistic belief is the witness of the Holy
Spirit, and that non-propositional warrant is an intrinsic
defeater of any potential defeater that might be brought
against it. It is here that William Alston and Illtyd Tre-
thowan’s contributions on religious and moral experience
as the grounds for properly basic belief in God become
relevant. Though their philosophical viewpoints are di-
verse, each attempts in his own way to show how an
immediate experience of God constitutes the circum-
stances for a non-inferential knowledge of God’s exist-
ence.

II.

Even if one agrees that belief in God is a properly basic and
justified, true belief, that fact does not evacuate argumen-
tative theism of all significance, for the formulation of
sound arguments for and the refutation of objections to
theism are an important enterprise which serves as confir-
mation of the believer’s faith and perhaps as persuasion for

the unbeliever to embrace theistic belief. C. Stephen
Evans’s contribution, which opens this section, lays out
nicely some of the prolegomena to natural theology and
focuses in particular on the “signal of transcendence” in
human personhood. Evans stands in the tradition of Pascal
(though without the latter’s disdain for philosophic proofs
of theism) in his emphases on the proper basicality of
theistic belief (cf. “reasons of the heart”), on our being
created at an epistemic distance from God so as not to be
rationally coerced into belief (cf. Pascal’s dictum that God
has given us evidence sufficiently clear to convince those
with an open heart, but sufficiently vague so as not to
compel those whose hearts are closed), on the risk of
atheism and the need for existential involvement in this
quest (cf. Pascal’s Wager), and on the mystery of human
personhood (cf. “What a chimaera, then is man . . . !”).
Evans’s comments on “the burden of proof” can be
contrasted profitably with Nielsen’s account in his contri-
bution. One of the healthiest general features of Evans’s
approach is its taking seriously the sort of themes devel-
oped in existentialism and interacting with these as a
theist.  Too much philosophy of religion has become a sort
of game of spectators; but Evans reminds us that we are all
involved in the quest of life’s meaning and cannot, there-
fore, afford to affect the standpoint of the disinterested
spectator. These are life and death issues, and we are
involved, like it or not, and must decide. A cumulative
case for theism may be built, he believes, and the tradi-
tional theistic arguments—some of which shall be exam-
ined in this volume—are a part of that case.

The project of natural theology which Evans and others
want to carry out, however, collapsed, in the minds of
many, with the critiques offered by David Hume and
Immanuel Kant in the eighteenth century. This impression
persists, as Hugo Meynell notes in his contribution, de-
spite the fact that these objections are often system-
dependent and that system roundly refuted and rejected.
Meynell does not essay so much to rehabilitate the tradi-
tional arguments in light of Hume and Kant’s objections,
but chooses rather principally to argue for God on a basis
that is immune to their attacks. He argues that the intelli-
gibility of the universe points, as Kant realized, to a source
of intelligibility in terms of mind, but, taking his cue from
the Idealists, proceeds to contend that this source cannot
be the human mind, but some Absolute Mind. I should be
interested to learn how German thinkers would react to
Meynell’s reasoning, appealing as he does so strongly to
their own philosophical traditions, traditions which, it
must be said, are once again exercising a powerful influ-
ence on German theological thought.

Richard Swinburne, as a result of his trilogy Faith and
Reason, The Coherence of Theism, and The Existence of
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God,17 has emerged as perhaps the world’s foremost expo-
nent of argumentative theism.  He argues that the cumu-
lative evidence of the cosmological argument, the teleo-
logical argument, the argument from mind, the evidence
of miracles, and religious experience is such that the
hypothesis that God exists is more probable than its denial.
Although critics have attacked Swinburne’s analysis and
use of the notion of probability,18 it seems to me that the
worth of his arguments does not stand or fall with the
framework of the probability theory in which he presents
them, that  his simpler claim in the contribution to this
volume, which briefly summarizes his arguments, that
“the hypothesis of the existence of God makes sense of the
whole of our experience and...does so better than any other
explanation which can be put forward” stands regardless
of any failings which might be found in his epistemologi-
cal superstructure.

Swinburne’s nemesis was his late predecessor at Oxford
University, John Mackie, whose posthumously published
Miracle of Theism promoted Mackie to the status of
theism’s leading critic. Indeed, in a phenomenon reminis-
cent of seventeenth century Deism’s influx from England
into Germany, a recent German reviewer of the translation
of Mackie’s book exclaimed that belief in God now
seemed all but impossible in light of Mackie’s objections.
And yet, upon analysis, many of Mackie’s objections can
be seen to be false and, in fact, superficial.19  The closing
section of Swinburne’s article contains his response to
some of Mackie’s criticisms of Swinburne’s arguments.

Professor H. D. Lewis invites us in his paper to contem-
plate a fundamental question concerning the mystery of
existence, a question which Aristotle characterized as the
apex of philosophical wonder and which in my own life
seized me as a child: How does one explain the origin of
the universe?  Despite the asseverations of Hume and
Mackie, I can only agree with Lewis that the notion of the
universe’s popping into being uncaused out of non-being
cannot be honestly affirmed by a sincere seeker after truth.
And yet, as Lewis maintains, is it not also rationally
inconceivable that the universe be beginningless, that the
series of past events should regress ad infinitum?  The idea
that there should be a transcendent being in a timeless state
beyond the beginning which brought space and time into
existence might also strike us as fantastic and incredible.
The least incredible scenario might seem to be that nothing
at all exists and that, therefore, there is nothing to be
explained—but as Lewis says, that alternative is simply
not open to us. A transcendent cause of the universe’s
origin is admittedly a mysterium tremendum et fascinans,
to borrow Otto’s phrase, but I believe that analysis does not
disclose it to be incoherent or unintelligible. In my own
contribution, I push Lewis’s argument farther and argue

that we must conclude to a personal Creator of the uni-
verse. Lewis appeals to other considerations like the
objectivity of moral value, the complexity of the universe,
and religious experience to render more perspicuous the
nature of the universe’s Creator, and the rough outline of
a natural theology thereby emerges.

As one moves from questions concerning the origin of the
universe to questions concerning the nature of the uni-
verse, one encounters in contemporary discussions the
hotly debated “anthropic principle,” which served to
rekindle interest in the teleological argument for God’s
existence.  Swinburne touches this issue in his response to
Mackie’s critique of the argument. Swinburne seems
clearly correct in saying both that in a deck of cards there
is a strong presumption of random order and that the
discovery of order by suits and seniority in all packs
sampled warrants the inference that the other packs are so
arranged.  Similarly, we should believe both that the
ordered sample of the universe we observe is not discon-
tinuous with the whole and that such orderedness calls for
explanation. But the difficulty with Swinburne’s applica-
tion is that since the complex conditions of the universe
(unlike those of the cards) are necessary for our existence,
we cannot observe anything but an ordered sample. The
universe at large could be a desert of chaos, but we should
not realize it because necessarily we can observe only a
segment containing conditions requisite for our existence.
This principle—that necessarily, intelligent life must ob-
serve conditions compatible with its existence—has come
to be known as the Anthropic Principle. Proponents of
anthropic reasoning join with the theist in holding that the
complex order of the observable universe does require an
explanation other than chance coincidence, but they part
with the theist by offering an explanation in terms of some
sort of wider Universe or World-Ensemble theory accord-
ing to which the Universe-as-a whole is not ordered as is
our observable universe and that our observing the ordered
segment (which arises by chance) is not surprising, since
it is impossible for us to observe anything else.

The philosopher who has occupied himself most exten-
sively with the Anthropic Principle is John Leslie, to
whom Swinburne alludes. Though self-confessedly nei-
ther a Christian nor even a traditional theist, Leslie has
argued repeatedly that the observed delicate balance of
conditions requisite for the existence of intelligent life at
this point in cosmic history does require an explanation
and that the explanation of intelligent design is superior to
any alternative.  He argues against those who would short-
circuit the demand for an explanation by objecting that
since the universe is unique, the probability of its present
complexity cannot be assessed, or that though the balance
of conditions in the universe is improbable, still any
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improbable condition will obtain once and that “once”
could be the first time.20  According to Leslie, without the
Many-Worlds cosmology, the claim that no explanation of
the universe’s order is needed is “ludicrous”; it is like a
person emerging unscathed after being machine-gunned
from fifty yards for fifty minutes and who shrugs off the
need for any explanation of his being alive by saying that
all the bullets’ missing, though improbable, could happen
and that he wouldn’t be there to ask about it unless that
possibility were realized.21 According to Leslie, the stan-
dard objections to the design argument threaten to delay
the development of science, for if these objections were
correct, there would be no reason for developing Many-
Worlds cosmologies, which are important to science. He
notes that there is no independent evidence for the exist-
ence of many worlds except for the existence of intelligent
life itself and that the attraction of the Many-Worlds
scenario for many scientists shows that they recognize that
the fine-tuning apparently present in the universe does cry
out for explanation.  But the evidence for a Many-Worlds
model is equally evidence for an intelligent designer. Both
hypotheses are rendered more probable by the observed
features of the universe than they would be in the absence
of such features. This conclusion alone, it seems to me, is
highly significant, for it confronts us with a dilemma, both
horns of which involve heavy metaphysical commit-
ments. Are we going to posit God or a World Ensemble?
According to Leslie, this is the choice that we must make
if we do not choose simply to ignore the problem.

Leslie has so far made only tentative thrusts at an adjudi-
cation of this dilemma, though his preference is clear.22  He
points out that most of the Many-Worlds theories are
obscure and incomplete and that the God-hypothesis is
neither unscientific nor more obscure than those theories.
Moreover, individual models for generating the World
Ensemble can be criticized. A Many-Worlds proponent
might appeal to the Many-Worlds Interpretation of quan-
tum physics, or inflationary cosmologies involving a
multiplicity of bubble universes, or oscillating models in
which the worlds exist serially in time, or a spatially
infinite universe of causally disjoint regions. But, for
example, the oscillating model is both observationally and
theoretically flawed, since there apparently exists neither
sufficient density of matter to close the universe nor any
physics to produce a re-expansion after a contraction.
Inflationary models have problems of their own, but in any
case still require certain precise conditions of the Uni-
verse-at-large in order to generate bubbles. In a spatially
infinite Universe not sharing on the large scale the delicate
balance of conditions in our local region it is vastly more
probable that a small area of order should develop than that
our local region should be so large as it is; moreover, as our
horizon continues to expand we do not observe a limit to

the order displayed in our local region, but perceive
continuity with the region(s) juxtaposed to it. Despite such
problems, people continue to believe in Many-Worlds
scenarios, opines Leslie, because they feel that without
them there is no explanation of how intelligent life did
originate.23

But what about the hypothesis of divine design?  Leslie
admits that if we conceive of God along the lines of a
personal being for whose existence and attributes there is
no explanation, then the Many-Worlds scenario is prefer-
able. But Leslie plumps for what he characterizes as a Neo-
Platonic concept of God as the creativity of ethical
requiredness. That is to say, if I understand Leslie cor-
rectly, the universe exists as it does because it should; it is
morally necessary that a universe of free agents exist. This
ethical requiredness of the universe has a sort of creative
power to it that makes the world exist. If there is a personal
deity, he, too, is the result of this more fundamental
principle. Presumably, Leslie calls this conception Neo-
Platonic because according to that metaphysic the One,
which takes the place of Plato’s Good, produces the world
in being, the first emanation being the Mind, which in turn
produces the world. The God of traditional theism would
be like Plotinus’ Mind and Leslie’s God like the ultimate
form of the Good.

But why is the traditional concept of God so unpalatable?
Leslie’s critique on this score is disappointing and surpris-
ingly weak.24  Proceeding from the Leibnizian question,
“why is there something rather than nothing?” Leslie
rejects the answer of God conceived as either a factually
or a logically necessary being. For if God is only factually
necessary, then He exists logically contingently, albeit
eternally, and no reason is supplied for His contingent
existence. On the other hand,  God cannot be shown to
exist necessarily in the logical sense, for when the onto-
logical argument asserts, “It is possible that God exists,”
this  possibility is epistemic only and, hence, does not
show that God’s existence is logically possible.

But this objection seems confused. If God is merely a
factually necessary being, then there are possible worlds
in which He does not exist. But then it is logically
impossible for Him to exist in all possible worlds, that is
to say, it is logically necessary that He exist contingently.
But then, assuming that God is the explanatory ultimate,
it makes no sense to seek a reason for His existence. To
demand a reason for His existence is to ask for a logically
necessary being which accounts for the fact that God
exists. But on this hypothesis, it is logically impossible
that there be such a being, for if it were possible it would
exist in every possible world, including this one, and so
God would not be the explanatory ultimate. Hence, if God
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is a merely factually necessary being, it is logically
impossible for there to be a reason for His existence. One
need only add that it is wrong-headed to indict a position
for not supplying what is logically impossible.

On the other hand, why hold that God is merely factually
necessary? The Leibnizian principle of Sufficient Reason
might lead us to reject the concept of God as a merely
factually necessary being and hold instead that He is
logically necessary. The failure of the ontological argu-
ment as a piece of natural theology is irrelevant to the
coherence of this conception of God. Leslie correctly
points out that when the ontological argument asserts that
the proposition “a maximally great being exists” (where
maximal greatness entails being omnipotent, omniscient,
and morally perfect in every possible world) is possible,
there is an ambiguity between “epistemically possible”
and “logically possible.”  To say that such a proposition is
epistemically possible is only to say that for all we know
it is true. So understood, it makes sense to say, “Possibly
a maximally great being exists, and possibly He doesn’t.”
This sense is insufficient for the purposes of ontological
argument. But if we are talking about logical possibility,
then to say “A maximally great being exists” is possible
entails that He does exist. For if He exists in any possible
world, then by definition He exists in all. Thus, if this
proposition is possibly true in the logical sense, it is
necessarily true. Now I agree with Leslie that the ontologi-
cal argument seems to fail because all we intuit is that a
maximally great being is epistemically possible, but we
cannot say a priori whether His existence is logically
possible. But how is this even relevant to the issue at hand?
The coherence of the logical necessity of God’s existence
does not depend on the success of the ontological argu-
ment or our intuitions.  It is possible that the ontological
argument fails to prove God’s existence, and yet for all we
know God’s existence is logically necessary.  Philoso-
phers such as Plantinga, Robert Adams, and William
Rowe have, wholly apart from the ontological argument,
defended the coherence of God as a logically necessary
being,25 and Leslie says nothing to impugn this notion.
Using the Leibnizian query as his starting point, Leslie
ought to conclude to the existence of a being which is by
nature such that if it exists in any possible world, it exists
in all; such a being must exist in this world in order to
explain why something exists rather than nothing, and,
therefore, in all worlds, thereby obviating the need for an
explanation of its existence.26  In this way Leslie’s quite
legitimate demand for a reason for the existence of some-
thing rather than nothing would yield an answer for the
universe’s existence without requiring one for God’s
existence, and this without examining the ontological
argument.

As for Leslie’s own alternative conception of God, I think
that its lack of explanatory power seems painfully clear.
How can there be design without the previsioning of an
intelligent mind?  Personal agents, not impersonal prin-
ciples, design things.  If one says that the traditional God
is a sort of personal demiurge who designed the world,
then how can he be produced in being by an abstract
principle?  Abstract objects such as numbers, proposi-
tions, and properties have no spatio-temporal locations
and sustain no causal relations with concrete objects.  So
how does the abstract object posited by Leslie cause a
concrete object like God to exist?

Still, I do not want to depreciate Leslie’s insight that value
may provide a key to developing one’s metaphysics.  But
I believe this insight can be (and has been) appropriated by
traditional theistic philosophers.  I am thinking here of
William Sorely, whose Gifford lectures of 1918, Moral
Values and the Idea of God, are perhaps the finest defense
of the moral argument for God’s existence.  Beginning
from the disunity of existence and value, Sorely notes that
these seem disjoined because one cannot deduce “ought”
from “is.”  But Sorely believes this procedure is mistaken
and needs to be stood on its head: he believes that “ought”
is the guide to what is, that is to say, that ethics is
fundamental to metaphysics.  Sorely goes on to argue on
the basis of our apprehension of objective moral value that
in order for the moral ideal to be valid, it must be
ontologically anchored in a personal and eternal existent,
that is, God, who is the ground of both the natural and
moral orders; in so arguing, he rejects (what approximates
to Leslie’s view) spiritual pluralism, which posits values
independent of persons.   In Professor Leslie’s writings, I
have not detected an acquaintance with Sorely’s work, and
it is my sincere hope that he might find in Sorely a kindred
spirit who might redirect his thinking so as to embrace
traditional theism, while retaining his insights on the
importance of value for existence.

I think it is clear as a result of these contributions that
philosophical theism is very much alive and well today—
indeed, when one recalls the bleak days of the “Death of
God” movement in the sixties, it is not unfair to speak of
a veritable resurrection of theism.  The selections in this
volume show that specifically religious epistemology is
philosophically au courant and that new life has been
breathed into the cosmological and teleological argu-
ments as well.  One could say the same of the ontological
and moral arguments, too, though these have not been
featured in this volume.  Although the authors contribut-
ing to this volume include some of theism’s ablest defend-
ers, what is remarkable is that there are scores of others not
included in this volume, many of whom are equally or
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even more gifted, and many of whom are young and up-
coming as philosophers, who are also defending the theis-
tic world view.  It is an exciting time to be doing Philoso-
phy of Religion.
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